Interventions to lower the glycemic response to carbohydrate foods with a low-viscosity fiber (resistant maltodextrin): meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials\textsuperscript{1–4}
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ABSTRACT

Background: The glycemic response to diet has been linked with noncommunicable diseases and is reduced by low-palatable, viscous soluble fiber (1). Whether a palatable, low-viscous, soluble fiber such as resistant maltodextrin (RMD) has the same effect is unclear.

Objective: The objective was to assess evidence on the attenuation of the blood glucose response to foods by \( \leq 10 \text{ g RMD} \) in healthy adults.

Design: We conducted a systematic review of randomized, placebo-controlled trials with the use of fixed- and random-effects meta-analyses and meta-regression models.

Results: We found data from 37 relevant trials to April 2007. These trials investigated the attenuation of the glycemic response to rice, noodles, pastry, bread, and refined carbohydrates that included 30–173 g available carbohydrate. RMD was administered in drinks or liquid foods or solid foods. Placebo drinks and foods excluded RMD. Percentage attenuation was significant, dose-dependent, and independent of the amount of available carbohydrate coingested. Attenuation of the glycemic response to starchy foods by 6 g RMD in drinks approached \( \approx 20\% \), but when placed directly into foods was \( \approx 10\% \)—significant \((P < 0.001)\) by both modes of administration. Study quality analyses, funnel plots, and trim-and-fill analyses uncovered no cause of significant systematic bias. Studies from authors affiliated with organizations for-profit were symmetrical without heterogeneity, whereas marginal asymmetry and significant heterogeneity arose among studies involving authors from nonprofit organizations because of some imprecise studies.

Conclusions: A nonviscous palatable soluble polysaccharide can attenuate the glycemic response to carbohydrate foods. Evidence of an effect was stronger for RMD in drinks than in foods. \textit{Am J Clin Nutr} 2009;89:114–25.

INTRODUCTION

In 1998 the World Health Organization (WHO)/Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) recommended that the food industry attempt to lower the glycemic response to foods and diets (1). Subsequent evidence supports their recommendation. Systematic reviews of intervention studies (2–4) have shown that foods with a low glycemic index or load can help to normalize the fasting blood glucose concentration, improve glycated protein concentrations, and elevate insulin sensitivity in diabetic and nondiabetic subjects (2, 5). Such is apparent both independently of the dietary fiber content of foods according to AOAC International or equivalent methods and independently of a change in dietary energy density (2, 6). Observational studies assessed meta-analytically support a hypothesis that carbohydrate foods with a high glycemic index contribute to the progression of several diseases (7). Lowering the glycemic load to \( \approx 100 \text{ g glucose equivalents} \) per day without elevating fat intake would appear most effective as a modifier of glycemic control in both interventional (2) and observational studies (G Livesey, unpublished data, 2008). Although there is no global consensus on issues related to glycemic response and health, increasing evidence supports the view taken by the WHO/FAO (1).

Evidence that viscous soluble fiber can lower the glycemic response to carbohydrate foods is well known; however, such polysaccharides have limited palatability (8–11). Whether a palatable, nonviscous, soluble fiber might reduce postprandial glycemia is unclear. Whether any reduction would be dependent on the food or drink coingested is also unclear. Resistant maltodextrin (RMD) is a nonviscous fiber (12–14), and preliminary evidence indicates that it may help control postprandial glycemia (15, 16). In Japan, foods and drinks including RMD have status as foods for special health use (FOSHU) (17, 18). The present review was conducted for several reasons. First, worldwide, especially in North America and Europe, there is an increasing prevalence of disease related to poor glycemic control. Second, RMD is used in North America and Europe, but information from these places is limited. Third, evidence on the possible utility of RMD in Japan comes from the study of its effect on the height of the glycemic response. However, in Western countries the effect on the incremental area under the curve (IAUC) for the glucose response is considered the most important summary statistic (1, 19, 20) relevant to health and to glycemic control (2–7). Herein, for the first time, we calculated and presented the effects on the...
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area responses for a large body of evidence. Fourth, no systematic review or meta-analysis of the information related to glycemia has been reported for any nonviscous polysaccharide. Fifth, there is a large body of evidence on RMD that allows a distinction between different modes of administration in foods or in drinks. Sixth, much of the information on RMD is not available in fully English language journals; therefore, the present review makes this science more accessible.

METHODS

Electronic databases were searched for studies on GRAS (Generally Recognized as Safe) status of RMD (CFR 21, 184–1277). These databases included the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) to January 2007 (www.mrw.interscience.wiley.com/cochrane/cochrane_clcentral_articles_fs.html), the US National Library of Medicine database (MEDLINE via the PubMed portal) from 1950 to April 2007 (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez), Elsevier’s Science-Specific Search Engine (SCIRUS) to April 2007; www.scirus.com), Blackwell’s Nutrition and Food Science database underpinned by the Commonwealth Agricultural Bureau International (CABI) from 1981 to April 2007 (www.nutritionandfoodsciences.org/), the Japanese Science and Technology Agency database (JMEDPlus; http://pr.jst.go.jp/jdream2), the National Institute of Informatics Electronic Library Service and National Diet Library (NII-ELS and NDL via their Citations Index portal (CiNii) from their start (before RMD production in 1990) to April 2007 (http://ci.nii.ac.jp/cini/servlet/CiNiiTop?USELANG=en), and the Matsutani Chemical Co, Ltd collection (nonelectronic). All field searches for “resistant maltodextrin” or “nondigestible dextrin” or “indigestible dextrin” [or by trade name “pinefiber(re)” or “fiber(re)sol”] were performed on each search engine. Searches for “nan-syoka-sei-dekisutorin” (resistant maltodextrin) using both Chinese characters and Japanese katakana were also made on the CiNii and JMEDPlus search engines. We examined publications in English (GL) and foreign languages (HT) for additional studies. Data on glycemic and insulinemic responses were available to both HT and GL as original tables and figures, which transcend (above and independently of) the language barriers. We translated foreign language publications into English, usually fully and sometimes partially to provide transcripts of the methods and results sections only.

We summarized the methods, review processes, and outcomes of inclusion and exclusion criteria (Figure 1). The primary question formulated was, “Does ≤10 g RMD per meal attenuate the postprandial glycemic response to a carbohydrate meal?” The secondary questions asked were as follows: 1) “Does the mode of administration modify any effect size found,” 2) “Does any effect observed persist in persons habituated to RMD,” and 3) “Does RMD attenuate the postprandial insulin response to dietary carbohydrate?”

Inclusion criteria for the primary question were, for the original studies, defined as randomized controlled trials (RCTs) that 1) investigated healthy adult human participants; 2) were interventional without prior adaptation; 3) used defined practical doses of RMD (≤10 g per meal); 4) provided RMD with a meal, defined by the foods eaten or by their macronutrient composition; 5) had designs controlled with matching placebo, at least single blinded; 6) allowed within-subject comparison between treatments; 7) stated the number of participants treated; and 8) measured fasting and postprandial blood glucose (or insulin) for ≥2 h after RMD ingestion.

RCTs were excluded if they 1) repeated (ie, confirming) observations made previously without replacing all individual participants; 2) used a placebo made with available carbohydrate in exchange for the RMD; 3) reduced the availability of food starch by means other than the addition of RMD; 4) had no relevant treatments; 5) by outcome were either associated with a quality item found to have significant bias or were outlying or were unduly influential (see below); and 6) used participants adapted to RMD, which we analyzed separately as adapted subjects.

We extracted data on fasting and postprandial blood glucose and insulin into a provisional database constructed in Microsoft Excel (Redmond, WA) before finally preserving it in a Stata database (StataCorp, College Station, TX; see below); an identical

FIGURE 1. Summary of the study methods, review processes, and outcomes of inclusion and exclusion criteria. n_r, number of reports; RCTs, randomized controlled trials; k, number of RCTs.
blank database was used for duplicate extraction. Discrepancies between the 2 databases were identified computationally and resolved by reviewing the publications or translations. We contacted the original authors for clarification and to supply unpublished information when needed (see Acknowledgments).

All studies reported means, SDs, and/or SEs or 95% CIs for mean blood glucose and insulin concentrations. Some omissions in error values occurred in the graphical information (for purposes of clarity in presentation); these were obtained by using exact t and P values (21). Most of the authors did not calculate or report means and SEs for incremental areas under the curve (IAUCs) for blood glucose and insulin or differences between areas for the test and control treatment groups. Mean IAUCs from 0 to 120 min were therefore calculated for each study from the mean blood glucose (or insulin) concentration reported by using the sum of trapezoid rule according to WHO/FAO (1), the mean blood glucose (or insulin) concentration reported from 0 to 120 min were therefore calculated for each study from areas for the test and control treatment groups. Mean IAUCs or report means and SEs for incremental areas under the curve was assessed by using the asymptotic statistical significance of a combined study mean effect size differing Q from zero was assessed by using the asymptotic test so that Q = \frac{p}{\sqrt{q}} was considered constant because the interval

\text{of significance due to any deviation from normality in the distribution of the data analyzed (51).}

Asymmetry in the distribution of individual study mean effects above and below the combined mean effect size at each level of study precision—given by the independent SE difference—was assessed by using the inverse funnel plot, which reveals publication bias (52). Such possible bias was quantified nonparametrically by using the trim-and-fill analysis (53), which also estimates a possible number of missing studies and their likely positions in the funnel plot. Funnel plot CIs were estimated as z score \times SE for fixed effects and z score \times \sqrt{(SE^2 + \tau^2)} for random effects.

Individual study qualities were assessed by using 12 items (see below). Studies meeting a quality item were assigned a result of “yes” (otherwise “no”) for each item, the potential total being 12 yeses for each study. The quality items, classified according to the Cochrane Reviews Handbook issued February 2008 (54), covered all 5 common domains of bias: selection (items 1–3), performance (items 4 and 5), attrition (items 6 and 7), detection (items 2, 3, and 8), and reporting (items 9–12). The quality items were as follows: 1) baseline data availability and similarity across treatments; 2) participant randomization; 3) allocation concealment, ie, the randomization result is judged unknown in advance, as with dice or lots used by the participants; 4) double blinding; 5) treatments indistinguishable to the consumer; 6) attrition, ie, participants dropping out or being excluded (<20% of participants); 7) adequate explanations for dropouts and exclusions; 8) crossover design, which is most appropriate to the acute studies; 9) study report addresses potential adverse effects (gastrointestinal discomfort); 10) English language usage, either the whole article or its summary or abstract; 11) nonprofit funding; and 12) setting unbiased, ie, independence of the study participants and the food or ingredient manufacturer (eg, participants recruited from the population at large or an independent institution and not from the food or ingredient manufacturer).

Apart from selecting only placebo-controlled RCTs, no assumption was made beforehand about the potential impact of the quality items. Instead, residuals after explanatory variables (drinks, solids, and dose) were accounted for were analyzed by study quality item and by study quality score (sum of yeses); the former approach being preferred (55). Exclusion of studies by group was planned when the group’s combined residuals were significantly different from zero (P > |z| < 0.05). Exclusion of individual studies was planned when the study was outlying (>2.5 times the SE within study and among studies combined) or unduly influential (Δβ1 > 1, ie when deleting the study from the analysis affected the size of the regression coefficient by more than one SE (50).

RESULTS

Literature search and analysis

The number (k) of RCTs identified was 37 (Figure 1). All (k = 37) trials were identified via the eastern search engines; none
were identified with the Western search engines used. All trials had a crossover design and the number of within-subject comparisons totaled 897. All RCTs had a placebo control, but varied in other study quality items (Table 1), as will be considered further below. For individual study details, see “Supplemental Data” in the online issue.

**Attenuation of the glycemic response by RMD**

The 37 RCTs consisted of 32 that used starch foods and 5 that used refined carbohydrates (Figure 2). The starch foods included boiled rice or wheat-flour products (noodles, bread rolls, puddings, and sweet pastry) that provided 80–173 g available carbohydrate with 4–10 g RMD coingested in the starch food or in a drink or liquid food (eg, soup) taken with the starch food. The refined carbohydrate (purified glucose or sucrose or maltodextrin) provided 30–100 g available carbohydrate mixed in solution with 3–10 g RMD. In both the starch and the refined-carbohydrate subgroups, there was significant attenuation that averaged 20%/10 g RMD when the RMD was ingested in drinks taken with the starch foods (>30%/10 g RMD).

Because RMD appeared more effective when administered in drinks rather than contained in foods, it was questioned whether the liquid content of foods affected the outcome. However, no significant difference (P > |kh-t| = 0.39) was observed between solid foods and liquid foods (Figure 2).

**Types of drinks and foods**

The 16 RCTs that used drinks to administer RMD (Figure 2) were further subgrouped by the type of drink: oolong tea, green...
The amount of RMD used in drinks varied (range: 3–10 g); therefore, for comparative purposes, we adjusted for dose—to 6 g. Attenuation of the glycemic response to meal carbohydrate was evident in each subgroup of drinks and each subgroup of food or available carbohydrate consumed with the drink ($P < 0.001$) (Table 1).

Most of the 16 RCTs that examined the attenuation of glycemic response to starch foods by RMD in drinks (shown at the

### FIGURE 3.
Attenuation of the glycemic response to foods: the effect size of resistant maltodextrin (RMD) by dose and by type of foodstuff in which the RMD is presented. Open bubbles represent the included studies; center unbroken line, represents the trend; broken lines, represent 95% CIs for trend; outer unbroken lines, represent 95% CI for randomized controlled trials (RCTs). Each food group was analyzed separately. Solid foods ($k = 6$ RCTs, $n = 138, 41\%$ male): tofu, bread rolls, rice, and wheat noodles. Liquid foods ($k = 10$ RCTs, $n = 248, 41\%$ male): onion, miso, tomato, clear harusame soups, gruel, and yogurt. Drinks ($k = 16$ RCTs, $n = 458, 33\%$ male): oolong tea, Ryuto (RY) tea, blended tea, green tea, other teas, coffee, and soft drinks. All meals taken with the drinks were starch based. Gray bubbles represent the controlled studies that were excluded because either randomization was not confirmed or the study designs were not strictly admissible (see Figure 1).
center of Figure 2) came from 9 similar studies that used 300 or 400 g boiled rice—glycemic index 85 compared with glucose. The combined mean attenuation was 18% ($P < 0.001$), both with and without adjustment to a common intake of 6 g RMD (Table 1, Figure 4). The latter showed that random- and fixed-effects meta-analyses gave similar combined means—to within 1% of each other. Although heterogeneity was evident ($I^2 = 0.378$), it was half that seen among the larger number of different studies shown in Figure 2 and was no longer statistically significant ($P > 0.1$). For comparison with data in Figure 2, attenuation of the glycemic response to rice by 5–8 g RMD corresponded to a rate of 29 SE 4%/10 g RMD.

A trim-and-fill analysis of the data on rice (Figure 3) yielded a filled combined random-effects mean of −21% (−26 to −16%; $P > |z| < 0.001$) compared with −18% for the unfilled mean and a nonsignificant ($P > |z| = 0.24$) asymmetric bias of ≈3% (ie, −21 less −18). The number of studies needed to make a funnel plot symmetrical was 3. These data were consistent with a publication bias causing underestimation of the effect of RMD, as considered further below.

The time over which blood glucose measurements were made was not critical. Attenuation of the IAUC was similar at all times up to 120 min and showed no evidence of a lesser effect with time approaching 120 min (Figure 5).

Attenuation relating to meal composition

There was no evidence of confounding by variation in macronutrient composition among the 37 RCTs with different meals. Thus, macronutrient composition other than RMD was without significant effect on attenuation of glycemic response by RMD, whether assessed by using either univariate meta-regression or multivariate meta-regression after a backward stepwise procedure. These were examined in addition to the dose of RMD (g/m), the weight of meals (130–760 g fresh weight, including drink weight), the energy content of meals (range: 508–3334 kJ), the energy density of meals (range: 3–7 kJ/g fresh wt), and the protein (range: 0–23 g), carbohydrate (range: 30–173 g), and fat (range: 0–15 g) contents of the meals. Considering all RCTs together, the backward stepwise analysis dropped all compositional determinants other than RMD dose. Dose of RMD was the only significant factor in univariate analysis ($P > |\text{kh-t}| = 0.022$ compared with $P > |\text{kh-t}| > 0.60$ for all these other factors). Confirmation of statistical significance for RMD dose was obtained by using the distribution-free Monte Carlo permutations test with 5000 replications ($P > |\text{permute}| = 0.028 \pm 0.002$).

Attenuation relating to subclinical variations in fasting glycemia and carbohydrate tolerance

Of the 37 RCTs, neither fasting plasma glucose concentration (4.6–6.3 mmol/L) nor carbohydrate tolerance (IAUC/g available carbohydrate) was significantly associated with the degree of attenuation of postprandial glycemia by RMD in either univariate or bivariate analyses with RMD dose ($P > |\text{kh-t}| > 0.50$).

Study quality

In addition to choosing to include only RCTs in the analyses, we examined whether any deficiency in the conduct or reporting of these studies might be a source of bias in the trends found (Figure 3). For example, all RCTs were randomized; therefore, the combined mean residual for this quality item was zero (Table 2; study
quality item 1). Not all studies reported were double-blind: 10 were double-blind and 27 were single blind; however, both subgroups had nonsignificant combined mean residuals of < 1%, which indicated negligible investigator bias (Table 2; study quality item 4).

Funding bias was not assessable directly because all of the studies were supported by one type of funding organization (Table 1; study quality item 11). However, the absence of significant investigator bias (Table 1; study quality item 4) and settings bias (Table 1; study quality item 12) would be consistent with a low or negligible funding bias. In addition, we grouped studies into those with authors affiliated to profit-making organizations alone and those that included authors from nonprofit organizations. Neither group had mean residuals that were significantly different from the trends—these being 0.1% SE 1.4% (k = 7) and 0.5% SE 1.6% (k = 30), respectively.

Of all the study quality items, there was no significant evidence of a cause of bias due to any of the study quality items or to the total of individual quality items. Study quality item 2 (Table 2) included a single deviant study (28), with a large SD of difference for the treatment effect, which might be attributed to an error due to productivity in this large study. However, because of dilution among the studies in combination with low weighting due to high variance, the study had no significant influence on the overall result (see Sensitivity analysis below). In addition to the univariate observations in Table 2, we examined the study quality items by backward stepwise meta-regression and found no combination of study quality items to be a source of bias in these studies.

Sensitivity analysis

For drinks with RMD taken with meals (k = 16 RCTs) (Figure 3), an omission of any one study could have resulted in a combined mean as small as −14 and as great as −19 compared with the value of −17 (%/10 g) shown in Figure 3 without an omission. However, no study had an individual influence statistic Δβij > 1; therefore, no study was excluded.

For solid foods (k = 6 RCTs) (Figure 3), an omission of any one study could have resulted in a combined mean as small as −16 and as great as −23 compared with the value of −21 (%/10 g) shown in Figure 3 without an omission. Again, however, no study had an influence statistic Δβij > 1; therefore, no study was excluded.

Symmetry and asymmetry

Publication bias can be a significant cause of asymmetry in funnel plots. Because all studies were funded by food industries that may have an interest in the study outcomes, we specifically examined the studies subgrouped by authors, those affiliated with food companies alone, and those affiliated with academic or clinical organizations, with or without coauthorship from one or more scientists in the food industry. Studies authored by scientists from food companies formed a symmetrical funnel plot without heterogeneity (Figure 6; upper panel) studies involving nonprofit organizations formed a funnel plot with marginal asymmetry and significant heterogeneity (Figure 6; lower panel). This is consistent with the reporting of smaller less precise studies, studies imprecise because of high productivity, and possibly a hesitancy to publish imprecise studies with large effects. However, bias resulting from asymmetry in the distribution was not statistically significant (2.7 SE 1.5%, P > |z| = 0.07) with the apex of the inverse funnel close to the residual null (Figure 6). This is due to the success of weighting individual study results by inverse variance during meta-analyses.

Adaptation to RMD

Three RCTs (29, 30, 56) examined the possibility that adaptation might modify the attenuation by RMD of the glycemic response to dietary carbohydrates (Figure 7). Meta-analysis by group, unadapted and adapted, showed no significant heterogeneity (difference) between the adapted and unadapted states (P > |z| = 0.527). Group mean attenuation was 22% in the unadapted state, 20% in the adapted state, and 21% for the 5–8 g RMD used in both groups.

Attenuation of the insulin response

Six of the RCTs, 3 from one laboratory (22, 26, 32, 44), provided information on attenuation by 5 to 10 g RMD of the insulin response to dietary carbohydrate (Table 3). The RMD had been presented in various forms—in teas or sugar solutions or in one case yogurt. The sources of available carbohydrate varied among studies—sugars, maltodextrin, and starch food—as did the amount of available carbohydrate (50–130 g). The combined study effects were heterogeneous \( (I^2 = 0.67, P > Q = 0.008) \), but there were too few studies to address hypotheses about the cause of heterogeneity. Nevertheless, all 6 RCTs showed attenuation of the insulin response to dietary carbohydrate by 5–10 g RMD. The combined mean attenuation of 25% was both significant and comparable with the attenuation of the glucose
response. No studies reported information on attenuation of the insulin response in participants adapted to RMD ingested daily.

**Adverse responses to RMD**

RMD is fermented; it increases the production of flatus and has potential therefore to contribute to abdominal discomfort (57). Authors for all 37 RCTs report briefly an absence of such discomfort among participants at the doses used in these acute studies.

**DISCUSSION**

Low-viscous fiber RMD is produced in 2 phases, initially by roasting starch, when up to 50% may become resistant to digestion (15, 16, 58). After RMD is refined, 90% is assayable as AOAC fiber, which is expected to be nonglycemic (13). The glycemic and insulinemic responses to RMD alone (0–50 g) in healthy persons is correspondingly low (15, 16, 22, 30, 59, 60).

Because of the low glycemic response to RMD alone, 3–10 g added to meals containing 30–173 g available carbohydrate would not elevate the glycemic response to a relevant extent. In particular, such an elevation is insufficient to obscure attenuation of the glycemic response to available carbohydrate from a meal. That RMD attenuates postprandial glycemia may be somewhat surprising because RMD lacks the viscosity (12–14) usually considered important for similar attenuation by other fibers, such as guar gum (8–10), arabinoxylan (11), and pectin (61), albeit that the more viscous less palatable guar gum may be more effective among compliant consumers. An absence of gastric or postgastric

### TABLE 2

Assessment of bias related to study quality items and totals in the randomized controlled trials (RCTs)

| Source of potential bias (and notes) | No. of RCTs | k | Mean | SE | \(P > |z|\) | \(\sqrt{k \times \tau^2}\) | τ | \(I^2\) | % of the control glycemic response | % of the control glycemic response | % of the control glycemic response |
|-------------------------------------|------------|---|------|---|----------|----------------|---|---------|------------------------|------------------------|------------------------|
| 1. Randomization used for allocation | Yes        | 37 | 0    | 1 | 0.97     | 9              | 6  | 0.70    | 9                      | 6                      | 0.70                   |
|                                     | No         |    |      |   |          |                 |    |         |                        |                        |                        |
| 2. Randomization method considered unbiased (all with no) | Yes       | 33 | 0    | 1 | 0.98     | 8              | 7  | 0.71    | 7                      | 7                      | 0.71                   |
|                                     | No         | 4  | 5    | 7 | 0.57     | 13             | 10 | 0.56    |                        |                        |                        |
| 3. Baseline data (blood glucose and insulin) available and similar across treatments | Yes       | 37 | 0    | 1 | 0.97     | 9              | 6  | 0.70    | 9                      | 7                      | 0.71                   |
|                                     | No         | 0  |      |   |          |                 |    |         |                        |                        |                        |
| 4. Double blinding (otherwise single blinding allowing potential for investigator bias) | Yes       | 10 | 0    | 2 | 0.94     | 7              | 4  | 0.48    | 4                      | 4                      | 0.48                   |
|                                     | No         | 27 | 1    | 2 | 0.97     | 9              | 7  | 0.71    |                        |                        |                        |
| 5. Treatments indistinguishable (placebo satisfactory) | Yes       | 37 | 0    | 1 | 0.98     | 9              | 6  | 0.70    | 9                      | 6                      | 0.70                   |
|                                     | No         | 0  |      |   |          |                 |    |         |                        |                        |                        |
| 6. Dropouts < 20% of participants | Yes        | 35 | 0    | 1 | 0.84     | 9              | 7  | 0.70    | 7                      | 7                      | 0.70                   |
|                                     | No         | 2  | -2   | 3 | 0.42     | 4              |    |         |                        |                        |                        |
| 7. Adequate explanation of dropouts (including mention of zero dropouts) | Yes       | 37 | 0    | 1 | 0.98     | 9              | 6  | 0.71    | 9                      | 6                      | 0.71                   |
|                                     | No         | 0  |      |   |          |                 |    |         |                        |                        |                        |
| 8. Crossover study design was used (appropriate to acute responses) | Yes       | 37 | 0    | 1 | 0.98     | 9              | 6  | 0.71    | 9                      | 6                      | 0.71                   |
|                                     | No         | 0  |      |   |          |                 |    |         |                        |                        |                        |
| 9. Report addresses potential adverse effects | Yes       | 37 | 0    | 1 | 0.98     | 9              | 6  | 0.71    | 9                      | 6                      | 0.71                   |
|                                     | No         | 0  |      |   |          |                 |    |         |                        |                        |                        |
| 10. English language used in article or abstract | Yes       | 35 | 0    | 2 | 0.90     | 10             | 8  | 0.74    | 8                      | 8                      | 0.74                   |
|                                     | No         | 2  | 0    | 6 | 0.95     | 9              |    |         |                        |                        |                        |
| 11. Funding was independent of a for-profit organization | Yes       | 37 | 0    | 1 | 0.98     | 9              | 6  | 0.71    | 9                      | 6                      | 0.71                   |
|                                     | No         | 0  |      |   |          |                 |    |         |                        |                        |                        |
| 12. Setting was independent of funding (place of study and participants) | Yes       | 10 | 0    | 2 | 0.98     | 7              | 4  | 0.41    |                        |                        |                        |
|                                     | No         | 27 | 0    | 2 | 0.87     | 9              | 7  | 0.75    |                        |                        |                        |
| Potentially the highest quality of the 37 RCTs (11/12 possible yeses) | Yes       | 4  | 1    | 3 | 0.86     | 6              | 0  | 0.00    |                        |                        |                        |
|                                     | No         | 33 | 0    | 2 | 0.90     | 9              | 7  | 0.72    |                        |                        |                        |
| Quality range (no. of yeses from a possible of 12) | 10 or 11  | 10 | 0    | 2 | 0.86     | 8              | 5  | 0.53    |                        |                        |                        |
|                                     | 8 or 9    | 27 | 0    | 2 | 0.91     | 9              | 7  | 0.74    |                        |                        |                        |
|                                     | 6 or 7    | 0  |      |   |          |                 |    |         |                        |                        |                        |

Both individual quality items and the sum of the specified quality items are provided, the former approach being preferred (55). \(k\), number of studies contributing to the combined mean; \(P > |z|\), level of statistical significance based on the \(z\) test; \(\tau^2\), among-studies variance; \(I^2\), among-studies variance expressed as a fraction of the sum of \(\tau^2\) and the within-studies combined \(SE^2\).
of the fixed or random filled distributions (black - - -), which in the lower panel see generated by trim-and-fill analysis to make the distribution symmetrical or to clinical authors. The vertical lines show the null difference gestion can be effective is of interest for basis of the present data. That a fiber of low viscosity before in-vivo is not excluded as a potential mechanism on the basis of the present data. Last, RMD is resistant to depolymerization by cooking in water (120°C autoclave, 10 min or 100°C, pH 2.4 for 1 h) and resists browning compared with glucose and maltodextrin (100°C, 150 min, 420 nm) (Matsutani Co, Ltd, public communication—product sheet, 2008); however, such cannot be unequivocally discounted as a reason for loss of potency in lowering the glycemic response in cooked foods. Whatever the mechanisms of attenuation, observations from a minimum of 3 studies required for a meta-analysis indicate the effect to be stable against adaptation to regular exposure to RMD (Figure 7).

The results of the present analyses are supported by a large number of RCTs of similar design and of relatively high quality when judged against many other contemporary nutritional studies in Western journals. In part, this arises because good placebo controls can be prepared for RMD, whereas many nutritional studies are unable to conceal treatments from investigators or participants. Thus, the treatments in all the RCTs were concealed from the participants (at least single blinded). Quality assessment also fairs well against the majority of contemporary nutritional studies; thus, few studies were excluded on the basis of poor study design. For those studies that were excluded, there was evidence of no significant exclusion bias. Moreover, although quality assessment is relatively high for nutritional studies, it was expected to have been underscored here because of the limited prior knowledge of authors to today’s reporting standards in combination with the inability of some authors to supply information that was missing from their publications.

Additional strengths of the meta-analytic results were the determination of dose responsiveness and the finding that no study quality item was associated with either a physiologic or statistically significant departure from the trends observed. A relative weakness of the meta-analytic results was that the study qualities were variably below those currently demanded for the best drug studies. However, we attribute this to the fact that the quality of nutritional studies lags behind that of drug studies. A further weakness was the potential for funding bias; all studies were funded by profit-making organizations. On the other hand, there was no significant investigator bias or settings bias, and studies reporting the involvement of academic and clinical organizations yielded results in agreement with those reported by industry scientists alone from the profit-making organizations. Furthermore, viscosity in vivo is not excluded as a potential mechanism on the basis of the present data. That a fiber of low viscosity before ingestion can be effective is of interest for ≥3 reasons. First, it shows that soluble nondigestible carbohydrate need not always be viscous to lower the blood glucose concentration—a part of the effect even of viscous fiber may be due to factors other than viscosity. Second, nonviscous polysaccharides avoid issues of safety and poor palatability seen with viscous polysaccharides. Third, the range of foods in which nonviscous polysaccharides can be used is wider than for viscous ones.

RMD is more potent in drinks consumed with starch foods than when placed directly into such foods (P > |kh-t| = 0.008). Plausible mechanisms of attenuation include the following: 1) slower gastric emptying, 2) hydrodynamic movement (hurry) of digesta to distal sites of the intestine where absorption may be less rapid, 3) enzyme inhibition, 4) enhancement of the insulin response, 5) binding of factors promoting glycemia in tea or coffee, and 6) degradation, oxidation, or browning of RMD during cooking in foods.

This review establishes that an enhanced insulin response does not occur in response to RMD consumption; rather, it also is attenuated. RMD also attenuates the triacylglycerol response to ingested fat (62), which being structurally different, suggests a mechanism other than enzyme inhibition. Binding of food factors that enhance the glycemic response and that are present in tea and coffee also seems an unlikely explanation. Thus, RMD dissolved in water with refined carbohydrate but without such food factors is also effective. However, such a mechanism cannot be excluded entirely as a contributory factor and may have played a role in a larger effect observed in one study of RMD in coffee and to lesser extent in teas. Whether liquid-phase RMD at doses of 3–10 g per meal can affect intraluminal flow, and thus move digestion distally to a site of slow absorption, is not known at present.

FIGURE 6. Symmetry and asymmetry in study residual differences from trends. Residuals are differences between individual study results and the corresponding trend shown in Figure 3. The upper panel shows studies with authorship from only scientists in food companies (k = 7, symmetrical without heterogeneity) and from all other studies including academic and clinical authors (k = 30, asymmetrical with heterogeneity). Symbols are for individual study means (●) with the addition of nonparametric estimates (○) generated by trim-and-fill analysis to make the distribution symmetrical or to represent missing studies (if assumed to be publication bias). The sloping lines show pseudo 95% CIs (see Methods) for the fixed effect (gray ——) and the random effect (black - - -). The vertical lines show the null difference from trend at x = 0 (gray ——) and the combined residual mean (●) at the center of the fixed or random filled distributions (black - - -), which in the lower panel shows a nonsignificant difference for x of −2.8 SE 1.5% (P > |z| = 0.07).
heterogeneity and asymmetry of results was missing for studies authored by persons from profit-making organizations alone.

A further strength was that each way of cutting the evidence, by different drink type and by different sources of starch food, always resulted in RMD demonstrating effectiveness for lowering postprandial glycemia. A further strength was that potential confounding due to meals with different diet compositions was not evident; the results appeared to be independent of the amounts of available carbohydrate, protein, and fat in the foods. Furthermore, there was no strong indication that the results were dependent on the type of carbohydrate (refined- or simple- rather than complex-starch foods). However, a weakness was that the mechanism of effect of RMD was far from being understood, although this is not uncommon in nutritional studies.

A limitation of the present studies was that they applied to healthy adult persons consuming foods with a relatively high glycemic index (rice, ~85%; wheat noodles, ~85%; sucrose, ~67%; maltodextrin, ~100%; bread, ~70%; and glucose, 100%). Whether the results apply to patients with diabetes or to persons consuming low-glycemic-index foods or taking medications for glycemic control remains to be investigated. Whether soda with RMD added to supply “body” reduces the glycemic response in persons aged <18 y in the United States who consume high quantities of this beverage should be investigated.

To conclude, we examined a large body of evidence on the attenuation of the glycemic response to various foods and carbohydrate types in response to a practical dose of nonviscous soluble fiber. Information is provided on the IAUCs for glucose in individual RCTs, calculated and published here for the first time together with means and trends obtained by combining results from individual studies. The findings indicate that the consumption of a nonviscous fiber, in this case RMD, by healthy persons attenuates the glycemic response to carbohydrate foods, has a dose-response effect at doses of 3–10 g/meal, and has a stronger attenuating effect when consumed in a drink than when consumed in prepared foods. No confounding factors and no causes of significant bias were observed despite analysis of residuals by study quality items, sensitivity analysis, trim-and-fill analysis, and use of funnel plots.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Ref Year</th>
<th>Dose (g)</th>
<th>Treatment (wk)</th>
<th>Mean (IQR) % (mean % change)</th>
<th>Weight (% I-V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unadapted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiota et al</td>
<td>56 2001</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-16.8 (-35.4, -2.2)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokunaga &amp; Matsuoka</td>
<td>30 1999</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-22.3 (-26.2, -18.4)</td>
<td>66.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ying et al</td>
<td>29 2000</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-15.7 (-33.1, 1.7)</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined fixed effect, subtotal (I² = 0.0, P &gt; Q = 0.72)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-21.8 (-25.5, -18.1)</td>
<td>72.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiota et al</td>
<td>56 2001</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-25.2 (-49.4, -0.9)</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokunaga &amp; Matsuoka</td>
<td>30 1999</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-18.3 (-24.9, -11.7)</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ying et al</td>
<td>29 2000</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>-28.4 (-49.7, -7.1)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined fixed effect, subtotal (I² = 0.0, P &gt; Q = 0.60)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-19.5 (-25.6, -13.5)</td>
<td>27.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity between groups; P &gt; Q = 0.53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-21.2 (-24.4, -18.0)</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall fixed effect (I² = 0.0, P &gt; Q = 0.84)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 7.** Persistence of the attenuation of the glycemic response by resistant maltodextrin (RMD) up to 26 wk as indicated in the randomized controlled trials. Meals consisted of either noodles and rice (30, 56) attenuated with RMD tea compared with tea control or rice alone attenuated with an RMD yogurt drink compared with an RMD-free yogurt drink placebo (29). Observations were for persons unadapted (0 wk treatment) or adapted to RMD ingestion for ≥4 wk to ≤26 wk. The difference between adapted and un-adapted persons was not significant (heterogeneity between groups: $P > Q = 0.53$). The meta-analysis by group was conducted with fixed effects ($I^2 = 0.0$). The effect sizes were significant in both unadapted and adapted persons ($P > |z| < 0.001$). I-V, inverse variance.
TABLE 3

Attenuation of the incremental insulin area under the curve in response to carbohydrate by resistant maltodextrin (RMD) as indicated in the randomized controlled trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of carbohydrate</th>
<th>No. of participants in each study arm</th>
<th>Carbohydrate in meal eaten</th>
<th>RMD dose</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>% of the control insulin response</th>
<th>Weight of each study contributing to the meta-analysis</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Starch (rice)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>103 g</td>
<td>5.2 g</td>
<td>−16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Unno et al (2002) (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starch (rice and curry)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>125 g</td>
<td>6.0 g</td>
<td>−16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yutasa et al (2004) (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed carbohydrate</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>130 g</td>
<td>7.2 g</td>
<td>−15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Morita et al (2004) (44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sucrose</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100 g</td>
<td>10.0 g</td>
<td>−14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Wakabayashi et al (1999) (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50 g</td>
<td>10.0 g</td>
<td>−40</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Wakabayashi et al (1999) (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maltodextrin</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50 g</td>
<td>10.0 g</td>
<td>−46</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Wakabayashi et al (1999) (22)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Combined mean (95% CI for mean) and significance of difference from zero

Trim-and-fill analysis (mean (95% CI for mean) and significance of difference from zero)

Among-studies variance as a proportion of the total variance ($P^2$) 0.67

$P > Q = 0.008^{11}$

$P > |z| < 0.001^{10}$

$1$ All had a crossover design.

$2$ The relative weights (percentage contribution to the combined mean) of the inverse variance according to random effects.

$3$ Present in 190 mL green tea.

$4$ Present in 250 mL blended tea.

$5$ Pastry and jam.

$6$ Present in 100 g yogurt.

$7$ Added to the sucrose in 150 mL water.

$8$ Added to the glucose in 300 mL water.

$9$ Added to the maltodextrin in 150 mL water.

$10$ Statistical significance of difference from zero attenuation based on the $z$ test.

$11$ A nonparametric method of assessing publication bias (53) and the combined mean and CI including an estimate of the possible number of missing studies. Difference between the combined mean and the trim-and-fill mean provide a quantitative estimate of such bias.

$12$ Proportion of the total variance (sum among and within study) due to variance among studies.

$13$ Statistical significance of heterogeneity (among-studies variance) differing from zero based on the $Q$ test.

and revised for comprehension drafts by persons for whom English is not a first language. GL had no part in any of the studies included in the review, was commissioned by Matsutani Chemical Industry Co, Ltd (Itami City, Japan) to lead the process of the review, and is employed by and holds shares in Independent Nutrition Logic Ltd. TH had no part in any of the studies included in the review, and is a member of the research staff at Matsutani Chemical Industry Co. Matsutani Chemical Industry Ltd manufactures resistant maltodextrin.
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